9/11 Commission files
Team 7/ Box 13
Misc Comms from 4 Flights Info/
UAL ACARS to 9/11 flights
Scanned by Mike Williams of 911myths.com on 26th March 2009
8:59 - UA looking for I75

9:03 - UA looking for I75

9:12 - New York Ground

9:21 - Mention PEREP

9:21 - United says you may want to send out cockpit warning

9:22 - UA Ground stops all departures

9:23 - Ballinger sends out cockpit warning to 93

9:30 - UA Ground stops all departures

9:31 - Sandy Roger

ACARS 93 say you
ATC looks for you

9:32 - Robert Burnam ACARS

93 say you were looking for you

9:32 - Ed Ballinger sends

"High security alert" to 93
Secure cockpit

9:35 - Chad McCurdy

says ACARS to 93

"Have the ride"

9:40 - Ed Ballinger sends ACARS

again 9:41 to 93

"Two Airlines but WTC"

me in 1DO and one in 19D mission
9:16 - UA Deral Rise at some levels. ACARS
"Heard report of incident. Pity
Confirm all is normal."

9:50 ACARS to 93 from Ed Balls
1 Land ASAP at nearest airport
2 Same
3 Same

10:00 ACARS from E.B.
"Dent direct to DC"
Not an option
10:10 Same
DDLXCHA SFOLM CH88R SFOLMSAM
.SFOLMUA 111259/JER
CMD
AN N8128A/GL MDT
- QUSFOLMUA 1U8175 BOSLAX
I HEARD OF A REPORTED INCIDENT ABOARD YOUR ACFT. PLZ VERIFY ALL
IS NORMAL...THX 777SAM
SFOLM JERKY TSEN

:0911259 108575 0543

HDQDD CH88R
.HXQDDUA 111530/LIN
CMD
AN N4478A/GL MDP
- WUHXQDDUA 2
DDLXCHA
***UA27 ***
DELSOTA CHIAK CHIDOK
.OHAKA 119300/10
CMD
AN MVIS/AVL HAT
- KUOKI AIAI TO BIIIAX
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDU -
- HOW IN THE KIAK, ANY THING DISPATCH CAN DO FOR YOU...
CHIDU TO BALLINGER
09111383 340576 0445

DELSOTA CHIAK CHIDOK
.OHAKA 119300/10
CMD
AN MVIS/AVL HAT
- KUOKI AIAI TO BIIIAX
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDU -
- MY APPROACH LOOKIN FOR YA ON 127.4
CHIDU TO BALLINGE
09111383 130875 0545

OPMEOU OPMEOU
.OCHU 110904
WOSGOU GOROU 113500
SHUI SIGHT TO VALIUP 111900/111600 SEE-SEE-
MAANA FIIK RIIK TO THE PLACED OBS. AT 13005 OVER SHAT GINISH NE=
09111304 105076 0549

CHIADD OPMEOU
DDLXCA CHIAX CHI58R
.CHIAKUA 111311/ED
CMD
AN N6020A/GL BOX
- CHIAKUA 1UA161
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
/ATCSCC ADVZY 027 ZNY 09/17/01 GROUND STOP ZNY GROUND STOP
DESTINATION AIRPORT: ALL
FACILITIES INCLUDED: ALL FLIGHTS ARRIVING OR TRANSITING ZNY
EXPECT UPDATE: 1500Z
PROBABILITY OF EXTENSION: HIGH
111305-111559
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111311 108878 0551

DDLXCA CHIAX CHI59R
.CHIAKUA 111311/ED
CMD
AN N6020A/GL JFK
- WUCHIAKUA 1UA23
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
/ATCSCC ADVZY 027 ZNY 09/17/01 GROUND STOP ZNY GROUND STOP
DESTINATION AIRPORT: ALL
FACILITIES INCLUDED: ALL FLIGHTS ARRIVING OR TRANSITING ZNY
EXPECT UPDATE: 1500Z
PROBABILITY OF EXTENSION: HIGH
111305-111559
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111312 108878 0552

DDLXCA CHIAX CHI58R
.CHIAKUA 111311/ED
CMD
AN N609UA/GL JFK
- WUCHIAKUA 1UA17
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
/ATCSCC ADVZY 027 ZNY 09/17/01 GROUND STOP ZNY GROUND STOP
DESTINATION AIRPORT: ALL
FACILITIES INCLUDED: ALL FLIGHTS ARRIVING OR TRANSITING ZNY
EXPECT UPDATE: 1500Z
PROBABILITY OF EXTENSION: HIGH
111305-111559
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
DDLXCA CHIAK CH188R
.CHIAKUA 111312/ED
CMD
AN N5520A/GL BUS
- QUCHIAKUA 1UASA172
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDU -
/ATCSCC ADVZ Y 027 ZNY 09/17/01 GROUND STOP ZNY GROUND STOP
DESTINATION AIRPORT: ALL
FACILITIES INCLUDED: ALL FLIGHTS ARRIVING OR TRANSITING ZNY
EXPECT UPDATE: 1500Z
PROBABILITY OF EXTENSION: HIGH
111308-111559
CHIDU ED BALLINGER
:09111312 108575 0554

DDLXCA CHIAK CH188R
.CHIAKUA 111312/ED
CMD
AN N8288A/GL IAD
- QUCHIAKUA 1UASA117
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDU -
/ATCSCC ADVZ Y 027 ZNY 09/17/01 GROUND STOP ZNY GROUND STOP
DESTINATION AIRPORT: ALL
FACILITIES INCLUDED: ALL FLIGHTS ARRIVING OR TRANSITING ZNY
EXPECT UPDATE: 1500Z
PROBABILITY OF EXTENSION: HIGH
111308-111559
CHIDU ED BALLINGER
:09111312 108575 0555

DDLXCA CHIAK CH188R
.CHIAKUA 111312/ED
CMD
AN N5010A/GL JFK
- QUCHIAKUA 1UASA172
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDU -
/ATCSCC ADVZ Y 027 ZNY 09/17/01 GROUND STOP ZNY GROUND STOP
DESTINATION AIRPORT: ALL
FACILITIES INCLUDED: ALL FLIGHTS ARRIVING OR TRANSITING ZNY
EXPECT UPDATE: 1500Z
PROBABILITY OF EXTENSION: HIGH
DDLXCA CHIAK CHIBER
CHIAKUA 111312/ED
CMD
AN N5707A/GL EWR
- WU CHIAKUA 1U091
- MESSAGE FROM CHIUDD -
/ATOSOC ADV2Y 027 ZNY 09/17/01 GROUND STOP ZNY GROUND STOP
DESTINATION AIRPORT: ALL
FACILITIES INCLUDED: ALL FLIGHTS ARRIVING OR TRANSITING ZNY
EXPECT UPDATE: 1600Z
PROBABILITY OF EXTENSION: HIGH
111305-111359
CHIDD ED BALLINGER

:09111312 108875 0557

CHIBER
FDX08120
DISPATCH ZFW ALERT
- FLT-DT ORG ZFW ETD 1315Z
845-11 JFK 217.6 ZFW DECREASED 8300 LBS
:09111314 108875 0558

CHIBER
FOR SAMC FROM ACFT: 8011 UAS05 JFKSPU
R ENG FIRE LF 1 STATUS MSG INTERMITTENT
09111315

:205370
SYNC
ANC1 WS 111315
PAZIA SIGMET INDIA US VALID 111330/111730 PAN-OCNL SEV TURB FOST FM FL320-FL390 WI 120 NM EITHER SIDE OF A LINE FM CDB-DUT-NUD-AAMYY. MOVG E. WKN.
RB SEP 2000
:09111315 108675 0559

OPENX2 OPBMWXR
0168 111316
WSPN1 PANC 111317
ANC1 WS 111316
PAZIA SIGMET INDIA US VALID 111330/111730 PAN-OCNL SEV TURB FOST FM FL320-FL390 WI 120 NM EITHER SIDE OF A LINE FM CDB-DUT-NUD-AAMYY. MOVG E. WKN.
RB SEP 2000
:09111317 108675 0550

DDLXCXA CHIAK CHISER
.CHIAKUA 111319/ED
.CMD
. AN N5820A/GL BOS
- "CHIAKUA 1QA1A":
- BEWARE ANY COCKPIT INTRUSION. . TWO AIRCRAFT IN NY . HIT THAE C
. NTER BUILD... .
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111319 108675 0551

WU ATCGFUA
.ACYZZYA 111319
ATCGC ADVZY 028 DCC 08/11/01 PLANNING TELCON

THE 1315 PLANNING TELCON IS CANCELLED. THE NEXT PLANNING TELCON
WILL BE HELD AT 1615.

111318-111315
01/08/11 13:19 FSB//WKSTN06B 703-704-6106
AN N570UA/GL EWR
- OUCHIAXU 1UA81
- MESSAGE FROM CHID -
/BEWARE ANY COCKPIT INTRUSION. TWO AIRCRAFT IN NY. HIT TRADE C
INTER BUILDS...
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111320 108575 0565

CHI88R
.ODDLXXA 111320/
AGM
FI UA181/AN N5620UA
DT ODL BUS 111320 W344A
-/C4 BOSSPO WHAT AIRLINE?

OPEXX9 0255XR
.0185 111320
WSHUS1 LHEM 111315
LHCC SIGMET 03 VALID 111315/111715 LHCC-
BUDEPEST FIR MOD TO SEV ICE OBS/FQST BTN 4LO90-210 MAINLY OVER
MIDDLE AND E PART NCS
:09111320 108575 0565

DDLXXA CHIAK CHI88R
.CHIAKXU 111320/ED
CMD
AN N802UA/GL JFK
- OUCHIAXU 1UA23
- MESSAGE FROM CHID -
/BEWARE ANY COCKPIT INTRUSION. TWO AIRCRAFT IN NY. HIT TRADE C
INTER BUILDS...
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111320 108575 0567
DDLXCXA CHIAK CH168R
.CHIAKUA 111320/ED
CMD
AN NB280A/GL IAD
- QUCHIAKUA 1U4317
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD
/BEWARE ANY COCKPIT INTRUSION.... TWO AIRCRAFT IN NY... HIT TRADE C
INTER BUILDS...
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111320 108575 0563

CH168R
.DDLXCXA 111320/
AGH
FI UA83/AN N402UA
DT DDL ORD 111320 M18A
- /04 EWRLAX BON-1645
EIN1650

DDLXCXA CHIAK CH168R
.CHIAKUA 111320/ED
CMD
AN N501UA/GL JFK
- QUCHIAKUA 1U4317
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD
/BEWARE ANY COCKPIT INTRUSION.... TWO AIRCRAFT IN NY... HIT TRADE C
INTER BUILDS...
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111320 108575 0564
DDLXCA CHIAK CHI58R
.CHIAKUA 111320/ED
CMD
AN N6090A/GL JFK
-WICHIAKUA 1UA12-
MESSAGE FROM CHIDD-
/BEWARE ANY COCKPIT INTROUSION...TWO AIRCRAFT IN NY. HIT TRADE C
INTER BUILDS...
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:0911321 105575 0588

DDLXCA SFULM CHI88R SPOFRSAM
.SFOLUMUA 111320/FRA
AGM
AN N611UA/GL DAY
-/UA805 JKF/FKG
COPY THE PT ENG FIRE LOOP 1 MSG.
I WILL ENTER THE ITEM INTO ACARS FOR YOU.
THANKS FOR THE INFO.
LHRLM FRANK MORGAN LHR SAMC
:0911321 105575 0589

CHI58R
.DDLXCA 111321/
AGM
FI UA803/AN N691UA
DT DDL/FLT 111321 MS0A
-/C4 EWSPO GOOD MORRNIN’...NICE CLB
OUTTA EWR AFTER A NICE
TOUR OF THE APT COURTS
Y GRND CNTRL. 20 N EWC
AT 350 OCCU LT CHOP W1
ND 280/50 AINT HELLIN J
ATTN: OPERATIONAL ALERT MESSAGE. (DISTRIBUTE LOCALLY AS REQUIRED).

FLT 175-11 BOS/LAX HAS BEEN INVOLVED IN AN ACCIDENT AT NEW YORK. THE CRISIS CENTER HAS BEEN ACTIVATED.

UNITED AIRLINES POLICY STRICTLY PROHIBITS GIVING INFORMATION OR MAKING STATEMENTS ABOUT THE INCIDENT TO THE NEWS MEDIA OR PUBLIC OFFICIALS BY ANY EMPLOYEE. WHQPR WILL RELEASE ANY AND ALL SUBSEQUENT INFORMATION.

WHQPO ANDY STUDEART

;0911324 108575 0580

DDLXCA CHIAK CI188R

;CHIAKUA 111323/ED

CMD
AN N591UA/FL PIT
- ;GUCHIAKUA 1UA93 EW56FU
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
/Beware any cockpit intrusion. Two aircraft in ny, hit trade center builds...
CHIDD ED BALLINGER

;0911324 108575 0591

DDLXCA CHIAK CI188R

;CHIAKUA 111323/ED

CMD
AN N471UA/G2 L3E
- ;GUCHIAKUA 1U4283 YY28FU
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
/Beware any cockpit intrusion. Two aircraft in ny, hit trade center builds...
CHIDD ED BALLINGER

;0911324 108575 0682
This image appears to contain aviation-related text, possibly a log or communication notes, with some correspondence and time stamps. However, the text is not legible enough to transcribe accurately. The content seems to involve messages about aircraft and maneuvers, which are typical in aviation communication protocols.
DDIXCXA CHIAK CHI5ER
.CHIAKUA 111323/ED
CMD
AN N402UA/GL EWR
- QUCHIAKUA 1UAB3 EWLAX
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
/BEWARE ANY COCKPIT INTRUSION. . TWO AIRCRAFT IN NY , HIT TRADE C
INTER BUilds...
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111324 1082575 0583

DDIXCXA CHIAK CHI8ER
.CHIAKUA 111323/ED
CMD
AN N570UA/GL EWR
- QUCHIAKUA 1UAS1
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
/BEWARE ANY COCKPIT INTRUSION. . TWO AIRCRAFT IN NY , HIT TRADE C
INTER BUilds...
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111324 1082575 0584

DDIXCXA CHIAK CHI5ER
.CHIAKUA 111323/ED
CMD
AN N802UA/GL JFK
- QUCHIAKUA 1UAE3
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
/BEWARE ANY COCKPIT INTRUSION. . TWO AIRCRAFT IN NY , HIT TRADE C
INTER BUilds...
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111324 1082575 0585
MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
/BEWARE ANY COCKPIT INTRUSION. TWO AIRCRAFT IN NY. HIT TRADE C-
INTER BUILD...  
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111324 108575 0588

DDLCXA CHIAK CH168R
.CHIAKUA 111324/ED
CMD
AN N611UA/GL DAY
- QUCHIAKUA 1UA3146 JFKSF0
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
/BEWARE ANY COCKPIT INTRUSION. TWO AIRCRAFT IN NY. HIT TRADE C
INTER BUILD...  
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111324 108575 0597

DDLCXA CHIAK CH168R
.CHIAKUA 111324/ED
CMD
AN N622EA/GL 1AD
- QUCHIAKUA 1UA6117
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
/BEWARE ANY COCKPIT INTRUSION. TWO AIRCRAFT IN NY. HIT TRADE C
INTER BUILD...  
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111324 108575 0598

DDLCXA CHIAK CH168R
.CHIAKUA 111324/ED
CMD
AN N609UA/GL JFK
- QUCHIAKUA 1UA17
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
/BEWARE ANY COCKPIT INTRUSION. TWO AIRCRAFT IN NY. HIT TRADE C
INTER BUILD...  
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111324 108575 0599
DT DDL D&M 111327 M96A
/C4 YZSFO THN X ED. NO ONES COMING
IN MY COCKPIT TODAY.
WERE THESE AIRLINERS OR
SMALLER

CHIBBR
.DDLXCA 111328/
AGN
FI UAS2LAN N520UA
DT DDL ORD 111328 MS1A
/C4 BOSSFU UNDERSTAND HEIGHTENED S
ECURITY??WHAT TYPE OF
AIRCRAFT?? INTENTIONAL
CRASH??

CHIBBR
.DDLXCA 111329/
AGN
FI UAS2LAN N520UA
DT DDL STL 111329 MS1A
/C4 EWRSFU LISTENING TO AM RADIO
WE HAVE LATEST NEWS.
THANKS

EXOKF AAXY AAO0 AAACS AAOZ AAARK LHRA AL AAAMM HDQHD EXOCR
.EXOKFUA 111328 040311 345/14891

***** IADXX AND IADXG ARE NOT AVAILABLE DUE TO LOSS *****
OF PHONE SERVICE AT THIS TIME. NO ESTIMATE IS AVAILABLE.

INITIATIC COVERAGE PROGRAMMING -- 700-4429
QU ATCQFUA
ACYZZYA 111329
ATCSOC ADVZY 030 IAD/EWI/DCA/ZLC 09/11/2001 GROUND STOP
DESTINATION AIRPORT: IAD/EWI/DCA
FACILITIES INCLUDED: ALL
EXPECT UPDATE: UFA.
REASON: SYSTEM EMERGENCY.
PROBABILITY OF EXTENSION: MODERATE.
111329-112000.
01/09/11 13:29 FSB./WKSTN25 703-708-5125

QU ATCQFUA
ACYZZYA 111330
ATCSOC ADVZY 031 DCC 09/11/01 GROUND STOP ALL DEPARTURES
DESTINATION AIRPORT: ALL
FACILITIES INCLUDED: ALL
EXPECT UPDATE: 1500Z
REASON: DUE TO NATIONAL EMERGENCY, GROUND STOP ALL
DEPARTURES REGARDLESS OF DESTINATION.......REPEAT
GROUND STOP ALL DEPARTURES
111330 - 111800
01/09/11 13:29 FSB./WKSTN24 703-708-5124

QU ATCQFUA
ACYZZYA 111331
ATCSOC ADVZY 032 LAX/ZLA 9/11/2001 CDM GROUND STOP
AIRPORT: LAX
ADL TIME: 13:20Z
GROUND STOP PERIOD: 1320Z - 2000Z
FACILITIES INCLUDED: ALL
PREVIOUS TOTAL, MAXIMUM, AVERAGE DELAYS: 5853/ 61/ 17.9
NEW TOTAL, MAXIMUM, AVERAGE DELAYS: 69016/ 401/ 211.1
REASON: OTHER, UNKNOWN
REMARKS: EXPECT UPDATE: UNKNOWN
111329-111459
CHIALL OPEWXC
.0220 111331
FAUS21 KZDC 111329
ZDC1 UCWA 111330
ZDC CWA 101 VALID UNTIL 111530
FROM ILM TO 90ESE ILM TO 130SE ILM TO ILM
AREA WDLY SCT LEVEL 3/4/6 TSRA...TOPS FL280-400 MOV
FROM 33015KT.
TS WITH SVRL NBG C3 LTG FLASHES SHUD DMSH/MOV SE OF
ZDC CTA AFT 1530Z.
MET CE.
.:=
.:09111331 108575 0698

CH168R
PD085120
DISPATCH ZFW ALERT
FLT-DT ORG ZFW ETD 1400Z
17-11 JFK 222.5 .2FW INCREASED 3300 LBS
:09111331 108575 0697

DDLXCA CHYR CH168R
.CHYRUA 111331/AD
CMD
AN N5910A/GL CAK
- QCHYRUA IUAS3 EWRSF0
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
CENTER LOOKIN FOR YA ASAP ON 133.37
CHIDD AD ROGERS
:09111332 108575 0698
DDLXCXA CHIVN CHI58R
. CHIVN/VIA 111332/ROB
CMD
AN N591UA/GL CAF
- QUC/HVN/VIA 1UA938 EWR KFO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD
- CALIL 133.37
CHIDD ROBERT BRITAIN
: 09111332 108575 0599

CHI58R EWRCT EWR201 SPOGP
FIM 9111 DCSN EWR 1030 MA (WEATHER-ATC)
1113332

: 079951 BAL

DDLXCXA CHI58R
. CHI58R UA 111332/ED
CMD
AN N4020A/GL SGF
- QUC/H58R VIA 1UA938 EWR/LAX
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD
- HIGH SECURITY ALERT. SECURE COCKPIT
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
: 09111332 108575 0800

DDLXCXA CHI58R
. CHI58R UA 111332/ED
CMD
AN N8195UA/GL STL
- QUC/H58R VIA 1UA83151 JFK/LAX
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD
- HIGH SECURITY ALERT. SECURE COCKPIT
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
: 09111332 108575 0801
DULUXA CHIAX CH188R
.CHIAKUA 111332/ED
CMD
AN NOS256/QL BUS
- WUCHIAKUA 1041613
- MESSAGE FROM CH1ID -
HIGH SECURITY ALERT, SECURE COCKPIT
CH1ID ED BALLINGER
:09111333 108575 0809

DULUXA CHIAX CH188R
.CHIAKUA 111332/ED
CMD
AN NOS910A/QL CAX
- WUCHIAKUA 110483 EWSFPO
- MESSAGE FROM CH1ID -
HIGH SECURITY ALERT, SECURE COCKPIT
CH1ID ED BALLINGER
:09111333 108575 0810

DULUXA CHIAX CH188R
.CHIAKUA 111332/ED
CMD
AN N471UA/QL HST
- WUCHIAKUA 1104283 YYDZPO
- MESSAGE FROM CH1ID -
HIGH SECURITY ALERT, SECURE COCKPIT
CH1ID ED BALLINGER
:09111333 108575 0811

DULUXA CHIAX CH188R
.CHIAKUA 111332/ED
CMD
AN N9059A/QL LAD
- WUCHIAKUA 1104117
- MESSAGE FROM CH1ID -
HIGH SECURITY ALERT, SECURE COCKPIT
CH1ID ED BALLINGER
:09111333 108575 0812
DUKOSIA CHIAK CH168R
CHIAKA 111333/ED
CMD
AN N4470A/RL RFD
- WOCHIAKUA 111333/DFSEA
- MESSAGE FROM CH168R
- HIGH SECURITY ALERT. SECURE COCKPIT
CH168R ED BALLINGER
:09111333 108575 0613

DUKOSIA CHIAK CH168R
CHIAKA 111333/ED
CMD
AN N5700A/RL BWR
- WOCHIAKUA 111333/DFSEA
- MESSAGE FROM CH168R
- HIGH SECURITY ALERT. SECURE COCKPIT
CH168R ED BALLINGER
:09111333 108575 0614

DUKOSIA CHIAK CH168R
CHIAKA 111333/ED
CMD
AN N5260A/RL MIL
- WOCHIAKUA 111333/ROSSLR
- MESSAGE FROM CH168R
- HIGH SECURITY ALERT. SECURE COCKPIT
CH168R ED BALLINGER
:09111333 108575 0615

DUKOSIA CHIAK CH168R
CHIAKA 111333/ED
CMD
AN N6110A/RL IND
- WOCHIAKUA 111333/DFSEA
- MESSAGE FROM CH168R
- HIGH SECURITY ALERT. SECURE COCKPIT
CH168R ED BALLINGER
:09111333 108575 0615
CHIDR  ED BALLINGER

:09111333  108575  0617

CHIDR  ED BALLINGER

:09111333  108575  0618

CHIDR  ED BALLINGER

:09111333  108575  0618

CHIDR  ED BALLINGER

:09111333  108575  0618

OPEWXR OPEWXR
WSZA21 FALS 111340
SIGMET 6 VALID 111500/111800
NIL:
:09111333 108575 0819

CHICER
.DDLXCA 111338/
AGM
FI UA8146/AN N811UA
DT DDL DTW 111338 N87A
- /C4 JFKSFO ROGER
DULXCA CHIAK CH188
.CHIAK CH1 111434/ED
CMD
AN N6111A/ED MCI
- N/CHIAK CH1 111434 ASP
- CONFIRM POINT OF LANDING ASP
- CH188 ED BALLINGER
0911434 100575 0749

DULXCA CHIAK CH188
.CHIAK CH1 111434/ED
CMD
AN N6111A/ED MCI
- N/CHIAK CH1 111434 JFRMCI
- CONFIRM POINT OF LANDING ASP
- CH188 ED BALLINGER
0911434 100575 0750

DULXCA CHIAK CH188
.CHIAK CH1 111434/ED
CMD
AN N61308/ED MCI
- N/CHIAK CH1 111434 JFRMCI
- CONFIRM POINT OF LANDING ASP
- CH188 ED BALLINGER
0911434 100575 0751

CH188
!/DULXCA 111435/

AAH
FI UA8155/AN N61308A
DT DUL MCI 111435 M80A
- JFRMCI MCI 14453

CH188
!/DULXCA 111435/

AAH
FI UA8155/AN N6111A
DT DUL MCI 111435 M79A
DOLXRA CHIK CHIBUR.
CHIKRA 10344/ED
CHD
AN 9520A/BL MCI
QUCHKA 10351 AHSPE
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD
/HIGH SECURITY ALERT, SECURE COCKPIT
TWO AIRLINER HIT NY TRADE CENTER, AND 1 AIRCRAFT IN IAD, MISSING.
0
CHID 04 HAININGER
09111345 09575 0920

DOLXRA CHIK CHIBUR.
CHIKRA 10344/ED
CHD
AN 9520A/BL IAD
QUCHKA 10381 AHSPE
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD
/HIGH SECURITY ALERT, SECURE COCKPIT
TWO AIRLINER HIT NY TRADE CENTER, AND 1 AIRCRAFT IN IAD, MISSING.
0
CHID 04 HAININGER
09111345 09575 0921

DOLXRA CHIK CHIBUR.
CHIKRA 10344/ED
CHD
AN 9520A/BL IAD
QUCHKA 10381 AHSPE
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD
/HIGH SECURITY ALERT, SECURE COCKPIT
TWO AIRLINER HIT NY TRADE CENTER, AND 1 AIRCRAFT IN IAD, MISSING...DO
CHID 04 HAININGER
09111345 09575 0922

QUCI CHIALL.
CHIKRA 10335 085042 048/1000000

SUBJECT: WIND DATA HAS NOT BEEN UPDATING.
SWITCHING TO BRACKENELL DATA AND CORRECT WIND
INFO SHOULD BE IN THE COMPUTER SHORTLY. HOPEFULLY
BEFORE 142.

ROB
09111345 09575 0923
DULCORA CHIAR CHI66K
.CHIARIA 111336/ED
CMR
AN BL139A/UL 51T
- OCHIARIA 1UAB116 LALAH
- MESSAGE FROM CHIIU -
-HIGH SECURITY ALERT, SECURE COCKPIT
TWO AIRLINER HIT NY, TRUK CENTER, AND 1 AIRCRAFT IN IAD MISSING...TOO
CHIIU ED BALLINGER
10911336 108575 0824

DULCORA CHIAR CHI66K
.CHIARIA 111336/CHA
CMR
AN NO394/UL CLE
- OCHIARIA 1UAB116 EMASPO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIIU -
-HOW THE WX, CAN DISPATCH ER OF
ANY ASSISTANCE
CHIIU CHAP NOHURI
10911336 108575 0825

DULCORA CHIAR CHI66K
.CHIARIA 111336/ED
CMR
AN NO394/UL MCI
- OCHIARIA 1UAB116 JFKPAS
- MESSAGE FROM CHIIU -
-HIGH SECURITY ALERT, SECURE COCKPIT
TWO AIRLINER HIT NY, TRUK CENTER, AND 1 AIRCRAFT IN IAD MISSING
G AND ONE IN BWA MISSING...TOO
CHIIU ED BALLINGER
10911336 108575 0826

DULCORA CHIAR CHI66K
.CHIARIA 111336/ED
CMR
AN NO394/UL MCI
- OCHIARIA 1UAB116 JFKPAS
- MESSAGE FROM CHIIU -
-HIGH SECURITY ALERT, SECURE COCKPIT
TWO AIRLINER HIT NY, TRUK CENTER, AND 1 AIRCRAFT IN IAD MISSING
G AND ONE IN BWA MISSING...TOO
RAL 175/08- MISSING
CHIIU ED BALLINGER
10911336 108575 0827
DULUXA CHIAR CHINOK
CHIREDA 111530/ED
CHIU
AN N40231/GL PH1
- WOCHIARWA UUAR25 ENWAN
- MESSAGE FROM CHIU
- HIGH SECURITY ALERT, SECURE COCKPIT
TWO AIRLINERS HIT NY, TRADE CENTER, AND ONE IN EWR MISSING... TOO
AND 1 AIRCRAFT IN IAD MISSING, DUL 175/93 MISSING
CHIU ED BALLINGER
09111357 105575 0623

CHIU
CHIREDA 111530 042058 305/1245001
DULUXA 111530/ED
NPW
FL 04083662 N94890U4
LT 06 WY 111530 M99A
- A/C GROUND AC ONICLE CNTL REPORTS
- DOME HIS AC
09111357 105575 0623

DULUXA CHIAR CH1688
CHIREDA 111537/ED
CHIU
AN 04711UA/UL EST
- WOCHIARWA UUA283 YZZSFO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIU
- HIGH SECURITY ALERT, SECURE COCKPIT
TWO AIRLINERS HIT NY, TRADE CENTER, AND ONE IN EWR MISSING... TOO
AND 1 AIRCRAFT IN IAD MISSING
CHIU ED BALLINGER
09111357 105575 0630

DULUXA CHIAR O'HARE
CHIREDA 111537
O'HARE 111537
CHIU
AN O'HARE/UL EST
- WOCHIARWA UUA283 YZZSFO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIU
- HIGH SECURITY ALERT, SECURE COCKPIT
TWO AIRLINERS HIT NY, TRADE CENTER, AND ONE IN EWR MISSING... TOO
AND 1 AIRCRAFT IN IAD MISSING
CHIU ED BALLINGER
09111357 105575 0630

CLARK WARNER
CHIREDA 111537
WCPAS1 PHO 111537
WCPAS1
FEAR SHUTTER ECHO 3 IS CML WIE, TO HAVE DISSIPATED IN AND AROUND
TROPICAL DEPRESSION ONE-U
09111357 105575 0631
DDLXCA CHIAK CH18R
.CH1AKUA 111337/ED
CMD
AN N5280A/GL CID
- QUICHIAKUA 1UA183, BOSSFO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
/HIGH SECURITY ALERT. SECURE COCKPIT
TWO AIRLINER HIT NY, TRADE CENTER, AND 1 AIRCRAFT IN IAD MISSING...TOO
AND ONE IN EWR MISSING...TOO UAL 175/93- MISSING

CHIDD ED BALLINGER
;09111337 105575 0632

DDLXCA CHIAK CH18R
.CH1AKUA 111338/ED
CMD
AN N5280A/GL MCI
- QUICHIAKUA 1UA181, EWRSFO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
/HIGH SECURITY ALERT. SECURE COCKPIT
TWO AIRLINER HIT NY, TRADE CENTER, AND 1 AIRCRAFT IN IAD MISSING...TOO
AND ONE IN EWR MISSING...TOO UAL 175/93- MISSING

CHIDD ED BALLINGER
;09111338 108575 0533

CHIALL
.CHIAJUA 111338 042963 303/124601
DDLXCA 111338/
AGM
BY UNDOUAN MOAGUA
GROUP CHOICE
.MIX000A 111343/LLN
CDM
AN 20521A/01L BUS
= QMIX000A 2
DULACUA
3435481 444
DELUXE CHIAR CHIARK
.CHIAKUA 111340/ED
OMD
AN N9910A/ED CLE
- CHIARKU 125425W4500E6000
- MESSAGE FROM CHIID -
/0000 SECURITY ALERT. SECURE COCKPIT. ADMIT NO ONE IN TO COCKPIT.
TWO AIRLINER HIT NY. TRADE CENTER. AND 1 AIRCRAFT IN IAD MISSING...
G AND ONE IN EWR MISSING... TOO
VAL 175/95- MISSING
CHIIID ED BALLINGER
09111341 108575 0638

DELUXE CHIAR CHIARK
.CHIAKUA 111341/ED
OMD
AN N9910A/ED CLE
- CHIARKU 105450 W4500E6000
- MESSAGE FROM CHIID -
/0000 SECURITY ALERT. SECURE COCKPIT. ADMIT NO ONE IN TO COCKPIT.
TWO AIRLINER HIT NY. TRADE CENTER. AND 1 AIRCRAFT IN IAD MISSING...
G AND ONE IN EWR MISSING... TOO
VAL 175/95
83 POUND
CHIIID ED BALLINGER
09111341 108575 0639

CHIARK
.DELUXE 111343
AAR
FI 0163/AN 052680A
DT 0163 ORD 111343 M54A
/0000 BOSSEU ANY SUGGESTIONS? SHOULD WE STILL CONT TO STOP?
SEEING HOW THE ONE FLT LEFT 838?
ALL A/C DESTINED TO/OR THROUGH USA ARE GROUND STOPPED DFN. A/C AIRBORNE CLEAR OF AMERICAN AIRSPACE WILL LAND ASAP OUTSIDE OF CONTINENTAL USA.

01/09/11 13:44 TORONTO./NFS/WKSTNO2 905-676-3528.
CAN 800-268-4831 / U.S. 800-387-3801

:09111344 108575 0641

OPEWXH OPEWXH
0185 111344
WSS031 LROP 111330
LRBB SIGMET 3 VALID 111345/111745 LROP-
BUCHARESTI FIR EMBD TS OBS TOPS FL350 E OF 25DEG E MOV TO NE
40KMH NCV=::09111344 108575 0642

CH388R
001984/787506 8685 111345/
AGM
FI UA83/AN N402UA
DT DDL STL 111345 M20A.
/>C4 EMRLAX ROGER ON THE INFO
DILXCA CHIAL CH188R
.CHIALUA 111345/CHA
CMD
AN N40204A/GL MCI
- QUCHIALUA 1U2185_BORLAX
- MESSAGE FROM CHIID
- DIVERT TO MCI NOW.
DIERT TO MCI NOW!!
CHIID CHAD MOCORDY
:09111345 10857S 0643

DILXCA CHIAL CH188K
.CHIALUA 111345/CHA
CMD
AN B40204A/GL MCI
- QUCHIALUA 1U2185_BORLAX
- MESSAGE FROM CHIID
- MORE INFO ON GROUND
AGAIN RESTRICT ANY COCKPIT ACCESS!
CHIID CHAD MOCORDY
:09111346 10857S 0644

DILXCA CHIAK CH188R
.CHIAKUA 111346/ED
ROM
AN N5260A/GL DSM
- U1153_BOSFF0
- MESSAGE FROM CHIID
- LAND ASAP AT NEAREST VAL AIRPORT...TWO ASAP
CHIID ED BALLINGER
:09111346 10857S 0645

DILXCA CHIAL CH188R
.CHIALUA 111346/CHA
CMD
AN N61804A/GL MCI
- QUCHIALUA 1U218151_JFKLAX
- MESSAGE FROM CHIID
- MORE INFO ON GROUND
AGAIN RESTRICT ANY COCKPIT ACCESS!
CHIID CHAD MOCORDY
:09111346 10857S 0646
DDLXCA CHIAL CHISER
.CHIALUA 111347/CHA
CMD
AN NV111VA/GL CMI
- QU CHIALUA 104591 JFKLAX
- MESSAGE FROM CHIUO -
SICK IT HARD LAST FOR SYR
SOSRY.
CHIUO CHAD MCGUNDY
09111348 106575 0649

DDLXCA CHIAK CHISER
.CHIAKUA 111347/ED
AGM
AN NV111VA/GL DGM
- UAL100 OUSSUO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIUO -
LAND ASP AT NEAREST VAL AIRPORT....TWO ASP MCI/STL/MLI
TERRORIST . NO ONE IN TO COCKPIT..... LAND ASP
CHIUO ED BALLINGER
09111348 106575 0800

DDLXCA CHIAU CHISER
.CHIAUUA 111348/GEN
CMD
AN NV111VA/GL CMI
- QU CHIALUA 104591 JFKLAX
- MESSAGE FROM CHIUO -
/NTN OUT GOW.
CRISIS SITUATION.
NATIONWIDE GND STUP.
PLUS DIVERT IMMEDIATELY TO
IND.
CHIUO GENE KIM
09111348 106575 0851

DDLXCA CHIAK CHISER
.CHIAKUA 111348/ED
AGM
AN NV111VA/GL CMI
- UAL100 OUSSUO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIUO -
LAND ASP AT NEAREST VAL AIRPORT....TERRORIST . NO ONE IN TO COCKPIT..... LAND ASP
CHIUO ED BALLINGER
09111348 106575 0862
CH168R
.DDLXCGA 111347/
AGM
FI UA63/AN N402UA
DT DDL STL 111347 M21A
- /C4 EWR/LAX ACK
IN PROGRESS

DDLXCGA SFOLM CH168R SFO/RSAM
.SFOLMUA 111346/PRI
CMD
AN N601UA/GL TOL
- QU/SFOLMUA 1UA28 EWR/F/O
HEARD REPORT OF INCIDENT...PLZ CONFIRM "ALL IS NML......THX
SFOLM PRICE DAVID

:09111347 108575 0647

CH168R
.DDLXCGA 111347/
AGM
FI UA163/AN N526UA
DT DDL MCI 111347 M55A
- /C4 BOSS/FO DSM LOOKS GOOD

DDLXCGA CHIAL CH168R
.CHIALUA 111347/CHA
CMD
AN N819UA/GL MCI
- QU/CHIALUA 1UA151 JFK/LAX
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
DIVERT TO SYR NOW!

AGAIN RESTRICT ANY COCKPIT ACCESS!
CHIDD CHAD MCCURDY
CHIIID

DDLLCXA 111348
AGM
FI UA8151/AN N619UA
DT DEL TUL 111348 M14A
- /C4 JKFLAX KANSAS CITY OK? CLOSE

DDLLCXA CHIAR CHIIID

CHIIID 111348/CHA
CMD
AN N6280A/UL BUS
- WUCHIIID LA181 -
- MESSAGE FROM CHIIID -
- DIVERT TO SYK NOW -
- DIVERT TO SYK NOW!

AGAIN RESTRICT ALL COCKPIT ACCESS!
CHIDU CHAD MCCORDY

DDLLCXA 111348
AGM
FI UA8148/AN N611UA
DT DDL CID 111348 M71A
- /C4 JPES80) GOING INTO owned
DDLXCXA CHIC CH168R
.CHIC1C0A 111349/GEN
CMD
AN N447UA/GL CID
-QUCHIC1UA 1UA27_JFKSEA
-MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
//** ATTN *******
CRISIS SITUATION.
NATIONWIDE GRID STOP.
PLS DIVERT IMMEDIATELY TO
OMA.
THIS IS NOT A DRILL.
CHIDO GENS KIM
:09111349 108575 0554

DDLXCXA CHICAL CH168R
.CHICALUA 111349/CHA
CMD
AN N613UA/GL LNK
-QUCHICALUA 1UA2155 JFKSF0
-MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
DIVERT TO MCI NOW

DIVERT TO MCI NOW!
AGAIN RESTRICT ALL COCKPIT ACCESS!
CHIDD CHAD MCCURDY
:09111350 108575 0555

DDLXCXA CHICAL CH168R
.CHICALUA 111350/CHA
CMD
AN N562UA/GL BOS
-QUCHICALUA 1UA181
-MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
MORE INFO ON GROUND.
AGAIN RESTRICT ANY COCKPIT ACCESS!
CHIDD CHAD MCCURDY
:09111350 108575 0555
GU CHIALL
.CHIA00A 111350 083833 045/109880

PLS USE - DX - AS THE DIVERSION CODE FOR ALL FURTHER DURSES.

LEN
:09111350 108575 0657

DDLXCA CHIAK CHI88R
.CHIAKUA 111350/ED
AGM
AN N591UA/GL TOL
- UAAS EWR8FO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD
- LAND ASP AT NEAREST UAL AIRPORT... ORD
TERRORIST: NO ONE IN TO COCKPIT..... LAND ASP.
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111350 108575 0658

CHI88R
.DDDLXCA 111351/
AGM
FI UA27/AN N447UA
CT DDL FSD 111351 M59A
- /C4 JFKSEA COPY

DDLXCA CHIAK CHI88R
.CHIAKUA 111350/ED
AGM
AN N591UA/GL TOL
- UAAS EWR8FO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD
- LAND ASP AT NEAREST --NEAREST AIRPORT. ASP. ASP ON GROUND ANYWHERE.
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111351 108575 0659
CHIKAI CHIRAI
.CHARUKA 111551/ED
AVM
AN N924U/OL UCB
- VAIL
- MESSAGE FROM CH100
- LAND ASAP AT NEAREST --NEAREST AIRPORT.ASP .ASP ON GROUND.ANYWHERE.
CH100 ED BALLINGER
:08111351 106876 06/71

CHIKAI CHIRAI
.CHARUKA 111551/ED
AVM
AN N947U/OL EBT
- VAIL
- MESSAGE FROM CH100
- LAND ASAP AT NEAREST --NEAREST AIRPORT.ASP .ASP ON GROUND.ANYWHERE.
CH100 ED BALLINGER
:08111351 106876 06/72

CHIKAI CHIRAI
.CHARUKA 111551/ED
AVM
AN N925U/OL ICT
- VAIL
- MESSAGE FROM CH100
- LAND ASAP AT NEAREST --NEAREST AIRPORT.ASP .ASP ON GROUND.ANYWHERE.
CH100 ED BALLINGER
:08111351 106876 06/73

CHIKAI CHIRAI
.CHARUKA 111551/ED
AVM
AN N925U/OL ICT
- VAIL
- MESSAGE FROM CH100
- LAND ASAP AT NEAREST --NEAREST AIRPORT.ASP .ASP ON GROUND.ANYWHERE.
CH100 ED BALLINGER
:08111351 106876 06/74
DUOLICA CHIAX CHIAX
CIALAUA 111081/ED
AGM

AN B444UL JFX
- ILA-
- MESSAGE FROM CHIAX -
LAND ASP AT NEAREST --NEAREST AIRPORT.ASP .ASP ON GROUND ANYWHERE.

CHIAX ED BAILINGER
10911197 108575 0663

DUOLICA CHIAX CHIAX
CIALAUA 111081/ED
AGM
AN B444UL JFX
- VATION B444UL
- MESSAGE FROM CHIAX -
LAND ASP AT NEAREST --NEAREST AIRPORT.ASP .ASP ON GROUND ANYWHERE.

CHIAX ED BAILINGER
10911197 108575 0664

DUOLICA CHIAX CHIAX
CIALAUA 111081/ED
AGM
AN B444UL JFX
- ILA-
- MESSAGE FROM CHIAX -
LAND ASP AT NEAREST --NEAREST AIRPORT.ASP .ASP ON GROUND ANYWHERE.

CHIAX ED BAILINGER
10911197 108575 0665

DUOLICA CHIAX CHIAX
CIALAUA 111081/ED
AGM
AN B444UL JFX
- ILA-
- MESSAGE FROM CHIAX -
LAND ASP AT NEAREST --NEAREST AIRPORT.ASP .ASP ON GROUND ANYWHERE.

CHIAX ED BAILINGER
10911197 108575 0666
DOLUXA CHIK OKISHK
,CHIKAUKA 113581/ED
ADM
AN NSG/UGL ICT
- MESSAGE FROM CHIKAUKA -
LAND ASP AT NEAREST --NEAREST AIRPORT ASP ASP ON GROUND ANYWHERE.
CHICO ED BALLINGER
103111351 108575 0887

DOLUXA CHIK OKISHK
,CHIKAUKA 113581/ED
ADM
AN NSG/UGL ICT
- MESSAGE FROM CHIKAUKA -
LAND ASP AT NEAREST --NEAREST AIRPORT ASP ASP ON GROUND ANYWHERE.
CHICO ED BALLINGER
103111351 108575 0888

DOLUXA CHIK OKISHK
,CHIKAUKA 113581/ED
ADM
AN NSG/UGL IKA
- MESSAGE FROM CHIKAUKA -
LAND ASP AT NEAREST --NEAREST AIRPORT ASP ASP ON GROUND ANYWHERE.
CHICO ED BALLINGER
103111351 108575 0889

DOLUXA CHIK OKISHK
,CHIKAUKA 113581/ED
ADM
AN NSG/UGL IKA
- MESSAGE FROM CHIKAUKA -
LAND ASP AT NEAREST --NEAREST AIRPORT ASP ASP ON GROUND ANYWHERE.
CHICO ED BALLINGER
103111351 108575 0870
DOUGLAS CHIEF OFFICER
CHIANGIA 111452/ED
AGM
AN NS200A/AL DSM
- 012129 -
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDU -

REF: PASSENGER DEPLANMENT.

ADVISE YOUR CREWS TO DEPLAN AS SMOOTHLY AND QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.

FOLLOW EITHER LOCAL STATION PROCEDURES OR IF REQUIRED
HAVE THE CREW ARRANGE FOR DEPLANMENT.

CHIDU/FLANAGAN/ OGH FLT OPS EMERGENCY TEAM.

CHIDU: ED RALLINGER
:09111432 108575 0736

DOUGLAS CHIEF OFFICER
CHIANGIA 111452/ED
AGM
AN NS200A/AL LNK
- 012301 -
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDU -

REF: PASSENGER DEPLANMENT.

ADVISE YOUR CREWS TO DEPLAN AS SMOOTHLY AND QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.

FOLLOW EITHER LOCAL STATION PROCEDURES OR IF REQUIRED
HAVE THE CREW ARRANGE FOR DEPLANMENT.

CHIDU/FLANAGAN/ OGH FLT OPS EMERGENCY TEAM.

CHIDU: ED RALLINGER
:09111432 108575 0737

DOUGLAS CHIEF OFFICER
CHIANGIA 111432/ED
AGM
AN 84470A/AL MSP
- 018377 -
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDU -
DDLXCA CHIAK CH168R
.CHIAKUA 111351/ED
AGM
AN N6130A/GL ICT
- UA8165 JFKSF0
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
  LAND ASP AT NEAREST --NEAREST AIRPORT.ASP .ASP ON GROND.ANYWERE.
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
;09111351 108575 0875

DDLXCA CHIAK CH168R
.CHIAKUA 111351/ED
AGM
AN N591UA/GL FWA
- UA83 EWRSFO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
  LAND ASP AT NEAREST --NEAREST AIRPORT.ASP .ASP ON GROND.ANYWERE.
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
;09111351 108575 0876

DDLXCA CHIAK CH168R
.CHIAKUA 111382/ED
AGM
AN N5260A/GL DSM
- UA786 BOSSF0
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
  NEAREST AIRPORT IN TIME AND DISTANCE...ANY AIRPORT. ASP
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
;09111353 108575 0877
DDLXCA CH1AK CH158R
.CHIAKUA 111353/ED
AGM
AN N818UA/GL MCI
- UA8161 JFK-LAX
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
NEAREST AIRPORT IN TIME AND DISTANCE...ANY AIRPORT. ASP

CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111354 108575 0686


DDLXCA CH1AK CH158R
.CHIAKUA 111353/ED
AGM
AN N811UA/GL DEC
- UA8146 JFK-SFO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
NEAREST AIRPORT IN TIME AND DISTANCE...ANY AIRPORT. ASP
NOW...
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111354 108575 0686


DDLXCA CH1AK CH158R
.CHIAKUA 111353/ED
AGM
CH16R
.DDLXCCA 111354/
AGM
FI UA83/AN N402UA
DT DDL MCI 111354 M23A
-/C4 EWR LAX ACK
DVRT KMCI NOW
BON-KMCI
DDLXCA CHIAK CH168R
.CHIAKUA 111354/ED
AGM
AN N520UA/GL ICT
- UA81 EWR SFU
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
NEAREST AIRPORT IN TIME AND DISTANCE....ANY AIRPORT. ASP
NOW.. ASP ANY AIRPORT. NOW
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111355 108575 0890

OBPWXR
.O185 111355
WS1Y01 LI1B 111356
LIMM SIGMET 08 VALID 111420/111520 LIMM-
MILANO FIR EMER LT OBS BTN CENTRAL LIGURIAN COASTS PART AND N
TYRRHENIAN COASTS MOV SE NC=
:09111355 108575 0890

OBSP OPBA08 OPEOPMG5 OPBAR757 CH168R CHIDVT
OBDF CH1F2 F0DM
.FIM 151 11SEP RTEL BOS DX (DISASTER/CURFEW)
111355 Z

CH168R
.DDLXCA 111355/AGM
FL UA8179/AN N501UA
DT DDL JFK 111356 M66A
-/CM JFK SF0 I KNOW UR BUSY ANYPLAN
FOR THE PILOTS OF 845
CHIALL NOTAM CHIDD FDOM OBPOR
.CHINOUA 111410 047144 191/113153

REF: PASSENGER DEPLANEMENT.

ADVISE YOUR CREWS TO DEPLAN AS SMOOTHLY AND QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.
FOLLOW EITHER LOCAL STATION PROCEDURES OR IF REQUIRED
HAVE THE CREW ARRANGE FOR DEPLANEMENT.

CHIDD/FLANAGAN/ OEH FLT OPS EMERGENCY TEAM.
:09111410 108575 0705

DDLXCA CHIAK CH18R
.CHIAKUA 111410/ED
CMD
AN N591UA/GL CMI
- QUACHIKAU 1UA23 EWRSFO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
DO NOT DIVERT TO DC AREA
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111410 108575 0706

DDLXCA CHIAK CH18R
.CHIAKUA 111410/ED
CMD
AN N591UA/GL CMI
- QUACHIKAU 1UA22 EWRSFO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
DO NOT DIVERT TO DC AREA
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111411 108575 0707
OULXOA CHIK CHISER
.CHIAKAU 111411/ED
CMD
AN NS91UA/AL CHI
- UGCHAIKAU UPHOLEWISPO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDO
- DO NOT DIVERT TO DC AREA NOT AN OPTION...
CHIDO ED BALLINGER
:09111411 108575 0708

OOPEN OPESP OPBAU OPBAYM URLER URLSP N POULY DBP EBAGW797
OPBEY797 CHIDER CHIVT CHISIC FORM
.FIM 169 11SEP US LAX DVKT MCI IA (DISASTER/URPEW)
111412 Z

OOPEN OPESP OPBEU OPBAYM URLER URLSP N POULY DBP EBPBEYAGW797
OPBEY797 CHIDER CHIVT CHISIC FORM
.FIM 169 11SEP US SFO DVKT DSM IA (DISASTER/URPEW)
111413 Z

OULXOA CHIK CHISER
.CHIAKAU 111414/ED
CMD
AN NS62UL/UL BUS
- URLCHAIKAU UGCHAIKAU
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDO
- RED BRESTON UPT.. AND EST LANDING POINT...
CHIDO ED BALLINGER
:09111414 108575 0708
CH168R BOSGP BOSZ01 SFOGP
  FIM 159 11 DCSN BOS 1500 DX(DISASTER/CURFE
111414Z   ---

:028808 MAR

DGLXCA CHIAK CH168R
  .CHIAKUA 111414/ED
AGM
AN N582UA/24 BOS
  UA151
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
  REQ POSITION RPT.
  CHIDD ED BALLINGER

:09111414 108576 0710

OPEBR OPESP OPBALR OPBOPMGR SFUMMGR SFULM767 OPEMF767
OPBARK767 CH168R CHIVDT CH1641 FOLM
  FIM 853 11SEP US SFO DVRT MCI UP (UNRULY PASSENGER)
111414 Z

OPEBR OPESP OPBALR OPBOPMGR SFUMMGR SFULM767 OPEMF767
OPBARK767 CH168R CHIVDT CH1121 FOLM
  FIM 805 11SEP US SFO DVRT IND DX (DISASTER/CURFEW)
111415 Z
AN N520UA/GL UMA
- QUCHIALUA 1UAB1 EWRLNK
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
ONCE ON GROUND PLZ SEND ON TIME AND STATION.
VIA ACARS THANK YOU.
SECURE A/C ONCE ON GROUND.
CHIDD CHAD MCCURDY

:09111420 108575 0720

EXOSU CH158R CHICNL
.HQOCOCUA 111420/GUR
FIM 88 11SEP CNCL EWR LAX DX (DISASTER/CURFEW) EWR UPB TEG
111420 Z

:09111420 108575 0721

CHIAO CH168R
.CHIA00A 111420/ROB
CMD
AN N591UA/GL DEC
- QUCHIAOUA '2
DDLX/CA
***UASS EWRSPC***

OPER CHGBR CPB320 OPBPRG SRFLMGR SF6LM6320 UPBMF320
OPBGR320 CH158R CH1DVT F0U7
.FIM 88 11SEP US LAX DVRT MCI UP (UNRULY PASSENGER)
111421 Z

EXOSU CH168R CHICNL
.HQOCOCUA 111421/GUR
FIM 79 11SEP CNCL EWR SFO DX (DISASTER/CURFEW) EWR UPB TEG
EXOSU CH158R CHICNL
.XRGCOUA 111421/GUR
.11SEP CNCL EWR LAX DX (DISASTER/CURFEW) EWR OPB TEG
111421 2
:09111421 108575 0723

DDLXGXA CHIAL CH158R
.CHALUA 111421/CHA
CMD
AN N471UA/GL OMA
- QUCHIALUA 1UA283 YZOMA
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
ONCE ON GROUND PLZ SEND ON TIME AND STATION.
VIA ACARS THANK YOU.
SECURE A/C ONCE ON GROUND.
CHIDD CHAD MCCURDY
:09111421 108575 0724

DDLXGXA CHIAL CH158R
.CHALUA 111421/CHA
CMD
AN N619UA/GL MCI
- QUCHIALUA 1UA2151 JFKMCI
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
ONCE ON GROUND PLZ SEND ON TIME AND STATION.
VIA ACARS THANK YOU.
SECURE A/C ONCE ON GROUND.
CHIDD CHAD MCCURDY
:09111421 108575 0725

EXOSU CH158R CHICNL
DDLXCA CHIAK CH18R
.CHIAKUA 111432/ED
AGM
AN N520UA/GL LNK
- UA27
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -

REF: PASSENGER DEPLANEMENT.

ADVISE YOUR CREWS TO DEPLAN AS SMOOTHLY AND QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.

FOLLOW EITHER LOCAL STATION PROCEDURES OR IF REQUIRED
HAVE THE CREW ARRANGE FOR DEPLANEMENT.

CHIDD/FLANAGAN/ OEB FLT OPS EMERGENCY TEAM.

CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111432 108575 0743

DDLXCA CHIAK CH18R
.CHIAKUA 111432/ED
AGM
AN N447UA/GL MSP
- UA27
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -

REF: PASSENGER DEPLANEMENT.

ADVISE YOUR CREWS TO DEPLAN AS SMOOTHLY AND QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.

FOLLOW EITHER LOCAL STATION PROCEDURES OR IF REQUIRED
HAVE THE CREW ARRANGE FOR DEPLANEMENT.

CHIDD/FLANAGAN/ OEB FLT OPS EMERGENCY TEAM.

CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111432 108575 0744

DDLXCA CHIAK CH18R
.CHIAKUA 111432/ED
AGM
AN N5130UA/GL MCI
- UA5150 JFKMCI
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
OPER CHIDVR CHIDVT
. FIM 0221 11SEP IAD SXN
111443 Z

Ottawa has implemented a ground stop for all IFR/VFR traffic throughout the country until further notice. Updates will follow as they become available.

01/08/11 14:43 TORONTO./NFS/WEATMO2 905-576-3528.
CAN 800-288-4831 / U.S. 800-387-3801
09111443 108575 0754
DDLXCXA CHIKA CH16AR
.CHIKAU 111447/ED
CMD
AN N801UA/GL JFK
- QUCHIAKUA 1UA8179 -
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD -
LAND NEAREST AIRPORT...WHICH CONTAIN AIRCRAFT...HIGHT SECURITY ALER
T...NO ONE TO ENTER FLIGHT DECK. NO ONE.
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111447 108575 0764

EXOSU CH158R CHICNL
.HDGCOU 111449/JOH
.FIM 23 11SEP CNCL JFK LAX DX (DISASTER/CURFEW) CRJ
111449 Z
:09111449 108575 0765

EXOSU CH158R CHICNL
.HDGCOU 111449/JOH
.FIM 845 11SEP CNCL JFK SFO DX (DISASTER/CURFEW) CRJ
111449 Z
:09111449 108575 0766

EXOSU CH158R CHICNL
.HDGCOU 111449/JOH
.FIM 17 11SEP CNCL JFK LAX DX (DISASTER/CURFEW) CRJ
111449 Z
:00111449 108575 0767
REF: PASSENGER DEPLANEMENT.

ADVISE YOUR CREWS TO DEPLAN AS SMOOTHLY AND QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.

FOLLOW EITHER LOCAL STATION PROCEDURES OR IF REQUIRED
HAVE THE CREW ARRANGE FOR DEPLANEMENT.

CH3AD/PLNAGAN/ ORN FLG OPS EMERGENCY TEAM.

CH3AD ED BALLINGER

109111432 109575 0740

CH3AD/CH3AD/ ORN FLG OPS EMERGENCY TEAM.

CH3AD ED BALLINGER

109111432 109575 0739

CH3AD/CH3AD/ ORN FLG OPS EMERGENCY TEAM.

CH3AD ED BALLINGER

109111432 109575 0740

CH3AD/CH3AD/ ORN FLG OPS EMERGENCY TEAM.

CH3AD ED BALLINGER

109111432 109575 0739
REFERENCE: PASSENGER DEPLANATION.

ADVISE YOUR CREWS TO DEPLAN AS SMOOTHLY AND QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.

FOLLOW EITHER LOCAL STATION PROCEDURES OR IF REQUIRED
HAVE THE CREW ARRANGE FOR DEPLANMENT.

CHID0/PLANAGAN/ UMB FLT OPS EMERGENCY TEAM.

CHID0 ED BALLINGER
10811432 108575 0740

REFERENCE: PASSENGER DEPLANATION.

ADVISE YOUR CREWS TO DEPLAN AS SMOOTHLY AND QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.

FOLLOW EITHER LOCAL STATION PROCEDURES OR IF REQUIRED
HAVE THE CREW ARRANGE FOR DEPLANMENT.

CHID0/PLANAGAN/ UMB FLT OPS EMERGENCY TEAM.

CHID0 ED BALLINGER
10811432 108575 0741

REFERENCE: PASSENGER DEPLANATION.

ADVISE YOUR CREWS TO DEPLAN AS SMOOTHLY AND QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.

FOLLOW EITHER LOCAL STATION PROCEDURES OR IF REQUIRED
HAVE THE CREW ARRANGE FOR DEPLANMENT.

CHID0/PLANAGAN/ UMB FLT OPS EMERGENCY TEAM.

CHID0 ED BALLINGER
10811432 108575 0742
ADVISE YOUR CREWS TO DEPLAN AS SMOOTHLY AND QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.

FOLLOW EITHER LOCAL STATION PROCEDURES OR IF REQUIRED HAVE THE CREW ARRANGE FOR DEPLANMENT.

CH1DD/PLANAGA/ OSS FLT OSS EMERGENCY TEAM.
CH1DD ED BALLINGER
:08111432 106575 0745

CH1DD/PLANAGA/ OSS FLT OSS EMERGENCY TEAM.
CH1DD ED BALLINGER
:08111432 106575 0746

CHALL
:CHIVBUA 111433/187613 43185.

IS 1128 ON GROUND..........:
:08111433 108575 0747

CHALL
:CHIVBUA 111433/187613 43185.
IS 1126 ON GROUND...........

:09111434 108675 0745

HDQPP CH1698
HQDDUA 111434/LIN
UMD
AN NA2904/5OL 1AD
- QNADJOUSA 2
POLACNA
*41491117 888
DDLXCA CHIAK CH16R
.CHIAKUA 111332/ED
CMD
AN N800UA/GL JFK
- QUCHIAKUA 1UA17
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD
-HIGH SECURITY ALERT: SECURE COCKPIT
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111332 100575 0606

DDLXCA CHIAK CH16R
.CHIAKUA 111332/ED
CMD
AN N813UA/GL MCI
- QUCHIAKUA 1UA8155 JFKSFO
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD
-HIGH SECURITY ALERT: SECURE COCKPIT
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111333 108575 0607

DDLXCA CHIAK CH16R
.CHIAKUA 111332/ED
CMD
AN N801UA/GL JFK
- QUCHIAKUA 1UA8179
- MESSAGE FROM CHIDD
-HIGH SECURITY ALERT: SECURE COCKPIT
CHIDD ED BALLINGER
:09111333 108575 0608
CHALL
CHAIKA 111821/113131 42990
... THERE MAY BE ATTEMPTED HIJACKING IN PROGRESS...
YOU MAY WANT TO ADVISE YOUR PILOTS TO STAY ON ALERT AND SHUT DOWN ALL COCKPIT ACCESS INPUT
SANDY FOR NIGHT

DUFAUWA JMED CH1600
JMED 111322/TAK
SP
AN NO389/14 PIK
- FACT 48250000
LEBON. MELINDA WANTS TO MAKE SURE YOU ARE OK.
SEND HER BACK A MESSAGE.
JEFFY. TARA CAMPBELL
-092111320 108075 0871

CH1600
DUFAUWA 111322/
AGM
FI UAB1/AN N03020A
DT DLW STL 111322-2 CHAIKA
- /CHI 425000 8165 FM 118.82

DUFAUWA CHAIKA CH1600
CHAIKA 111322/BU
CHI
AN N0302/14 STL
- MARIANNA WIAKAL-FX N108
- MESSAGE FROM CH1600
- BEWARE ANY COCKPIT INTRODUCTION... TWO AIRCRAFT IN NY... HIT TRADE CO
MEE MULLER...
CHI 156 WAILING
-092111300 108070 0872